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3 That is the way, he created the universe proper--was by creating the matter.

Did he create it as a complete system of galaxies and stars and suns and planets?

Did He create it as a foot-ball which divided out and made these? How did He

create it? Did-e- d Does this describe a universe billions of years before this
particular
4arth was brought into existance? I don't think we know, but we do know that

God created heaven and earth. Now, we don't know, I think , when this happened.

We don't know whether verse two comes immediately after it. or not. If you take

it the way the RSV takes it, "In the beginning Ah en God was creating the heaven

and the earth, when the earth was without form and void." Well, when they

say the beginning, when the earth was without form and void, they certainly

don't mean the very beginning, there must have been a period after He made

the matter before this thing took place, if you take it that way. If you take t4

it the way it sat- stands, which I feel, though I'm not dogmatic, that in the

beginning, God created the heaven and the earth period and then you go on.

Between verse one and verse two there could be ten years or a thousand years

ora billion years or a hundred billion years--you just don't know. And so we

don't know when the creation was and Archbishop Usher made a very clever

figuring out to try to make the creation exactly 4, 000 years before the birth

of Christ, and so he got a 4,004 BC date t- and he made a lot of guesses and

heck ma did a lot of good work too. But, nobody knows h en it was, and we

don't. know when matter was created or, how long it was after that before this

particulaz earth came into existance. Well, then, when this particular earth

came into existance , we don't know how long God took bringing this earth

into e-,ei-staiee the condition that it is in now. That the Bible doesn't & state.

That is a point on which there the- tends to be difference of opinion, because

many people say well, it says a day and day is 24 hours and that's that, but
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